
Well-Architected Benefits

The Amazon Web Services Well-Architected Framework evaluates your existing AWS 
architecture against cloud best practices and provides you the recommendations for 
making your workloads more reliable, secure, efficient, and cost-effective.

As an AWS Advanced Partner, R Systems helps clients understand how their existing 
architecture is aligned to AWS’ best practices, identify critical issues & improvement 
areas, and provide a roadmap to achieve the best practices & increase the business 
value delivered by cloud.

R Systems enables clients in making informed decisions about their architecture, and 
its potential impact(s) on business outcomes.
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AWS WELL-ARCHITECTED REVIEW

Make the most out of your
AWS Investments
R Systems’ team of experts & solution architects will help you align 
your infrastructure with AWS’ Best Practices, and provide insights 
into potential risk factors, along with the remediation plans.

REDUCE & MITIGATE RISKS  
before they happen, and follow best 
practices for future architectures

REALIZE BUSINESS VALUE 
that cloud can deliver, by learning 

AWS’ best practices

BUILD & DEPLOY
rapidly using automation 
and reduce the time spent 
on capacity management

PLAN PROACTIVELY 
to avoid reactive, wasteful 
activities

EVALUATE 
ARCHITECTURES 
& implement designs 

by adopting a consistent 
approach that can scale 

over a period of time
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CONSTANT OPTIMIZATIONS

Optimize continuously throughout 
the workload lifecycle, to be aligned 
with latest AWS best practices.

CONSISTENT GOVERNANCE 

Evaluate your architecture 
regularly against best practices 
& identify improvement areas.

ARCHITECTURAL GUIDANCE

Leverage the knowledge & best 
practices of AWS’ Architects to 
design well-architected systems.

Well-Architected 05-Pillars of AWS
Assessment of your AWS infrastructure across the five pillars of Well-Architected Framework with a focus on consistently 
measure your architectures against best practices and identify areas for improvement.

Well-Architected Review Engagement Process
Our solution architects work closely with your team to evaluate your existing architecture and deliver a comprehensive report 
that includes plausible action items & prescriptive guidance, to resolve any architectural concerns.

Use resources efficiently to meet 
the system requirements

Drive cost efficiencies 
across AWS environments

COST OPTIMIZATION PERFORMANCE EFFICIENCY

Deliver business value 
while continually 

improving processes & 
procedures

Protect information, 
systems & assets, with risk 
assessments and 
mitigation strategies

Quickly recover from system 
failures & meet demand 

with dynamic acquisition of 
computing resources

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCERELIABILITY SECURITY

PREPARATION

Identify workload(s) 
for review with the 
stakeholders.

ASSESSMENT

Review the workload(s) 
across 05-pillars of cloud 
design & management. 
Collect extensive data.

PRESENTATION

Discuss findings, with a 
scorecard & action plan 
to align workload(s) with 
AWS’ best practices.

REMEDIATION

This report highlights recommendations 
on prioritizing issues, quick-win projects, 
key longer-term initiatives & the areas of 
improvement

NEXT
STEPS


